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Yeah, reviewing a book Every Breath Life 1 Tasha Ivey could grow your near contacts listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, triumph does not recommend that you have astonishing points.

Comprehending as competently as arrangement even more than additional will come up with the money for each success. next-door to, the declaration as without difficulty as insight of this Every Breath Life 1 Tasha Ivey can be
taken as skillfully as picked to act.

Raven Song Crossway
Nothing is more essential than knowing how to worship the God who
created us. This book focuses readers on the essentials of God-
honoring worship, combining biblical foundations with practical
application in a way that works in the real world. The author, a
pastor and noted songwriter, skillfully instructs pastors,
musicians, and church leaders so that they can root their
congregational worship in unchanging scriptural principles, not
divisive cultural trends. Bob Kauflin covers a variety of topics
such as the devastating effects of worshiping the wrong things, how
to base our worship on God's self-revelation rather than our
assumptions, the fuel of worship, the community of worship, and the
ways that eternity's worship should affect our earthly worship.
Appropriate for Christians from varied backgrounds and for various
denominations, this book will bring a vital perspective to what
readers think they understand about praising God.
Wolf Appeal Series HarperCollins
ALPHA TURNED (Book 1) Not all men are bad… Strong, independent, and happy on her own,
Hillary has grown from the naïve person she was four years ago after a brutal rape turned her into
a werewolf. The normal life she’s made for herself is only upset once a month when the moon calls
to her and she has an uncontrollable urge to turn furry and chase small creatures. And she doesn’t
need a man for that. Until she finally meets another werewolf, this one a gorgeous, sexy guy who is
determined to change her mind about one furry man in particular–him. No, some men are very,
very good… The minute Zach scents Hillary he knows she’s the mate he’s been searching for.
Though both the wolf and the man are itching to claim her, first he has to convince her that he’s
one of the good guys, and that there are certain benefits to being an alpha werewolf. And there’s
no better way of making Hillary see that, than giving her himself—body, mind, and soul.
CHALLENGE ACCEPTED (Book 2) Since being turned into a werewolf, Adam has been a loner.
Practically a hermit. Okay, actually a hermit. When the local wolves and werewolves start
experiencing weird behavior, he can’t resist the pull to step up and see if he can help. And runs
smack into trouble in the form of the werewolves’ National President. Myra’s term as President is
nearly over, but she’s determined to track down the wolf who was attacked, and turned against his
will. When she meets Adam, she only wants to help him live a full and happy life. Then she sees
him naked. And gets to know him. And decides she wants a lot more for him than to just escape his
lonely cabin in the woods. GOING DEEPER (Book 3) The opportunity to be one of the first
members of a brand new werewolf pack is an exciting adventure for lifestyle blogger Cindy
McCarthy. With her best friend by her side, she’s ready for anything. Jonas visits New Mexico to
see this brand new pack in action and make sure it’s a good home for his parents to retire to.
Instead, he finds Cindy, and suddenly the visit takes on a whole new purpose. He’s almost certain
she’s his mate, meant to be his forever. Opening their souls to each other is only the beginning.
They’ll need to navigate setting up a new life together, with a new pack. One that has old dramas
to put to bed and new relationships to forge. If Alicante can come together as a pack—a family—they
all might survive the adventure intact.
Was It Meant? - The Life & Times of Shawne Thomas Vol. II Valley Publishing Ltd.
Coloring Gospel Truths includes 31 gorgeous coloring pages and devotionals centered around thoughtfully
selected verses that will encourage you to meditate on and memorize God's Word, leading to a rested spirit and a
firm foundation to hold onto in times of stress.

Empire of Sand 13th Story Press
Do you love stories with sexy, romantic heroes who have it all—wealth, status, and incredibly good
looks? Harlequin� Desire brings you all this and more with these three new full-length titles in one
collection! #2719 SECRET HEIR SEDUCTION Texas Cattleman’s Club: Inheritance by Reese
Ryan Fashion mogul Darius Taylor-Pratt is shocked to learn he’s the secret heir of the wealthy

Blackwood family! That’s not the only surprise as he reconnects with his ex, diamond heiress Audra
Lee Covington. As old passions flare, new revelations threaten everything⋯ #2724 THE DATING
DARE Gambling Men by Barbara Dunlop Jilted by their former lovers, friends James Gillen and
Natasha Remington vow to reinvent themselves and maybe find love again in the process. But their
daring new makeovers reveal a white-hot attraction neither was expecting⋯ #2722 RECLAIMING
HIS LEGACY Louisiana Legacies by Dani Wade Playboy Blake Boudreaux will do anything to
protect his family⋯including seducing the beautiful philanthropist Madison Armantine to get back a
beloved heirloom. But as the secrets—and desire—between them grow, he’ll have to reveal the
truth or lose her forever⋯ Look for Harlequin� Desire’s March 2020 Box set 2 of 2, filled with
even more scandalous stories and powerful heroes!
Hidden Scars 13th Story Press
Harlequin Intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value, available now! Enjoy these suspenseful reads
packed with edge-of-your-seat intrigue and fearless romance. TROUBLE WITH A BADGE Appaloosa Pass
Ranch by Delores Fossen Lawman Levi Crockett would never turn his back on PI Alexa Dearborn and the
baby girl in her care. But as a serial killer stalks them, Levi must fight a powerful enemy—the desire between
them. NAVY SEAL CAPTIVE SEAL of My Own by Elle James Being abducted wasn't part of Sawyer
Houston's R & R mission. Jenna Broyles claims she's rescuing the navy SEAL from unknown assailants.
Only, it's her life on the line when the jilted bride becomes a target. TEXAN'S BABY Mason Ridge by Barb
Han Bodyguard Dawson Hill is committed to protecting the woman who left him two years ago. Melanie
Dixon has returned to Mason Ridge…with his son. Now a madman is threatening the family Dawson never
dreamed he could have. Look for Harlequin Intrigue's April 2016 Box set 2 of 2, filled with even more edge-
of-your seat romantic suspense! Look for 6 compelling new stories every month from Harlequin® Intrigue!

Case Studies Feiwel & Friends
An Instant New York Times Bestseller A New York Times Notable Book One of Barack
Obama's Favorite Books of 2020 Named One of the Best Books of the Year by: The
Washington Post, NPR, Shelf Awareness, Esquire, Electric Literature, Slate, The Los
Angeles Times, USA Today, and InStyle A chillingly personal and exquisitely wrought
memoir of a daughter reckoning with the brutal murder of her mother at the hands of her
former stepfather, and the moving, intimate story of a poet coming into her own in the wake
of a tragedy At age nineteen, Natasha Trethewey had her world turned upside down when her
former stepfather shot and killed her mother. Grieving and still new to adulthood, she
confronted the twin pulls of life and death in the aftermath of unimaginable trauma and now
explores the way this experience lastingly shaped the artist she became. With penetrating
insight and a searing voice that moves from the wrenching to the elegiac, Pulitzer
Prize–winning poet Natasha Trethewey explores this profound experience of pain, loss, and
grief as an entry point into understanding the tragic course of her mother’s life and the way
her own life has been shaped by a legacy of fierce love and resilience. Moving through her
mother’s history in the deeply segregated South and through her own girlhood as a “child of
miscegenation” in Mississippi, Trethewey plumbs her sense of dislocation and displacement
in the lead-up to the harrowing crime that took place on Memorial Drive in Atlanta in 1985.
Memorial Drive is a compelling and searching look at a shared human experience of sudden
loss and absence but also a piercing glimpse at the enduring ripple effects of white racism and
domestic abuse. Animated by unforgettable prose and inflected by a poet’s attention to
language, this is a luminous, urgent, and visceral memoir from one of our most important
contemporary writers and thinkers.
Deadly Visions Gift From Above Publishing
"He looks like he could plow my north field without a horse." Sonja Watts needs to re-enter
the workforce after divorcing her husband of thirteen years. Taking the advice of her sister
Birdie and her best friend Estelle, she signs up for a six-week course for entrepreneurs;
hoping that she will learn everything she needs to know to build a business to support herself
and her kids. On the first night of class, Sonja is able to ignore the fact that most of the
students are younger than her by ten years or more. It's what she expected. But when the
instructor walks in, she debates packing up her new twelve-hundred dollar laptop and walking
out. Sonja can't remember the last time she looked at a man with little more interest than she
would give a sturdy dining room table. She isn't frigid... just disinterested. But wow, did Atlas
James grab her interest. Atlas hasn't been interested in dating since he moved back home

from California. Adjusting to newfound success in the town where everyone sees him as that
big, geeky guy who cut grass for pocket change when they were in high school has been
awkward. Aside from a couple of one night stands, he hasn't really wanted to pursue a
relationship with anyone until sweet, shy Sonja signs up for his class. Compact, curvy, and
juicy in all the right places, being in the same room Sonja Watts ignites all of those giddy
feelings he felt when he had his first crush. He wants to know her and he's pretty sure she
wants to know him -- even though she seems fixated on the fact that he's younger than her.
With her future riding on the success of her new business, Sonja has no time for distraction.
Will she be able to keep her eyes on her own paper or will they remain glued to Atlas's biceps
and thick thighs?
Amy Number Seven (Replica #1) Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
After reuniting with Jazmin, Shawne is a top college quarterback, on the verge of making all his
dreams come true. Top draft pick into the pros. Becoming a father, and marry the woman he loves.
But old flames are not easy to extinguish when you’re placed in familiar environments. Can Shawne
maintain his marriage, family friendships and faith, all while attempting to lead his team to a
championship?
Stargazer Alien Mail Order Brides: Collection #1 (Intergalactic Dating Agency) Harlequin
Magic has ruined my life more times than I can count. The “strange things” that happened when I
was a kid managed to shuffle me from one foster home to the next. I was lost, until Headmistress
Hart found me. The stern, big-hearted woman in the flowing robes brought me straight to Primrose
Academy, where magic was not only accepted, but the subject of passionate study for every woman
there. I finally had a place to call home. But I’m different from the other Primrose witches. My
friends and professors at Primrose Academy work diligently for every breath of magic they possess.
For them, power always comes at a price. But there is no price for my magic. Power flows through
me like water from a tap, and the only hard part is turning it off. I struggle every day not to let it
show, but the truth is getting harder to hide. And while lying about the source of my magic might
make me lose my friends one day, telling the truth could mean I lose my place at the only home I’ve
ever known. But then the Raven King descends on our world, flooding our side of the veil with his
strange, fae magic. And when he sees me, really sees me, I feel a pull like nothing I’ve ever
experienced before. Suddenly, my own problems seem small in comparison to the threat he poses.
And I know I can’t hide my power any longer. I’m sure I have a part to play in this. I might even be
able to save us all, if I could only stop dreaming about the Raven King’s pale eyes… Shifters
Bewitched is a brand-new Paranormal Romance series from USA Bestselling Author Tasha Black.
Be sure to read them all: Wolf Spell Bear Charm Panther Curse Raven Song
Rosethorn Valley Fae: Collection #1 Little, Brown
Just one glance and this lonely alien shifter instantly craves Anna for his mate. Too bad the beautiful treasure-
hunter seems blind to what’s truly valuable… When space-pirate-in-training Anna Nilsson embarks on her
first solo mission to plunder an abandoned luxury cruiser, she assumes she’ll be all alone aboard the big,
empty ship. She’s hunting for treasure - the last thing she expects to find is a sinfully sexy alien who eyes her
with a hunger that speaks of centuries of longing. Leo’s ancient race has suffered greatly at the hands of the
strangers who invaded their planet centuries ago, leaving the barbarians without a home world. When he
awakes from stasis to the scent of a blood mate, he is stunned to discover the delectable creature is human.
Being close to her sets his senses on fire, but he knows the attraction can only end in misery. What human
could ever love a shape-shifting barbarian? When a third occupant of the not-so-abandoned cruiser shows
itself, the two realize they must work together if they want to get out alive. Then they uncover a baby who
just might be the priceless clone of a famous cultural icon, and things really start to get interesting… If you
like strong women, sexy aliens, wild adventures, steamy sensual scenes, and happily-ever-afters, then you’ll
love the world of Stargazer: Stargazer Alien Mail Order Brides Stargazer Alien Barbarian Brides
Memorial Drive Simon & Schuster
Grab the bundle and save. Three steamy standalone romances set in the fantastic world of Tarker's Hollow,
home to the Curse of the Alpha series from USA Today Bestseller Tasha Black. Book 1: Ghost of Shifters
Past A spirit from the past. A love for the future. Bonnie Summers is an outsider in Tarker’s Hollow, a small
college town that’s home to a secret enclave of shifters just like her. Despite a warm welcome from the pack,
and an abundance of handsome suitors, Bonnie still feels alone. Until a spirit from the town’s mysterious
past decides to pay her a visit, stoking the flames of her desire, and begging for her help. Now, her primal
passions ignited, Bonnie needs to unravel a dark secret in time to save the man who holds the key to her
salvation. Book 2: The Talented Mr. MacGregor Mild-mannered alpha JD MacGregor is every schoolgirl’s
crush. All he wants is to stay out of trouble until the new alpha is chosen. But things heat up for Mac when he
ends up looking for clues (and his pants) at a dinner party where the guests are far from innocent. Book 3:
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The Clockwork Dragon A dragon’s fire can melt the coldest heart. Most of the magic has gone from the
world. So when a vision of a golden-eyed prince appears to Marie, she knows it must be significant. On the
eve of the most important night of her life, a gorgeous older man arrives in Tarker’s Hollow and presents
Marie with an unusual gift: a magnificent clockwork dragon. The race is on. Can Marie resist her newfound
passions long enough to solve the mystery of the golden-eyed prince and the clockwork dragon before it’s too
late? Will she unlock the magic inside herself in time to save her family? And will the stunning stranger
unleash the desires she is trying so hard to keep at bay? Don't miss your your chance to grab all three
romances for one low price!

13th Story Press
Raven Song13th Story Press
Encounter Series Boxset (Part 1) 13th Story Press
Now a Major Motion Picture, Starring Simon Baker, Elizabeth Debicki, and Richard Roxburgh
Breath is a story of risk, of learning one's limits by challenging death. On the wild, lonely coast of
Western Australia, two thrill-seeking teenage boys fall under the spell of a veteran big-wave surfer
named Sando. Their mentor urges them into a regiment of danger and challenge, and the boys test
themselves and each other on storm swells and over shark-haunted reefs. The boys give no thought
to what they could lose, or to the demons that drive their mentor on into ever-greater danger.
Venturing beyond all caution--in sports, relationships, and sex--each character approaches a point
from which none of them will return undamaged.
By Death Set 1-3 13th Story Press
“[A] perfectly orchestrated girl-who-cried-wolf thriller.”—The New York Times Book
Review A dark, utterly compulsive novel about what happens when the warped imagination
of a teenage girl turns into reality… When fifteen-year-old Yasmin—obese, obsessive and
deemed a freak by her peers—sees a sinister man watching Alice Taylor from the school fence,
she becomes convinced he’s planning to take her. After all, who wouldn’t want the popular
and perfect Alice? Then Yasmin realizes if she can find out who he is before he acts, she’ll
be the only one who can tell the police, save Alice and become Alice’s heroine. But as
Yasmin discovers more about this man, her affections begin to shift. Perhaps she was wrong
about him. Perhaps she doesn’t need Alice after all… And then Alice vanishes.
Heartthrob Boxed Set Books 1 - 5 Natasha Boyd
Get ready to swoon! New York Times bestselling author Sophia Knightly brings you five alpha heartthrob
billionaires guaranteed to heat your blood and melt your heart. HEART RAIDER - Nick & Veronique's story
After a raging media storm nearly destroys him, financial whiz Nick Cameron finds himself isolated and
laying low on a barrier island off the Florida coast, far away from the reporters and scandals that threaten
him. But when little Ronnie Whitcomb shows up on his doorstep, all grown up and breathtakingly beautiful,
he tries to deny his feelings for her. A hurricane strands them on the paradise island together, and suddenly,
keeping Ronnie at arm's length becomes almost impossible. But daredevil TV reporter Veronique has an
agenda of her own -- an agenda that could get her killed. Ronnie knows there's more to Nick than the juicy
scandal he's embroiled in, and she is determined to get the exclusive interview with him that will expose the
real criminal. Whether Nick likes it or not, she refuses to sit by while the world slanders the most honorable
and decent man she's ever known...and loved. Will a love so hot endure the scorching pressure? HEART
MELTER - Ian & Natasha's story Dr. Ian MacGregor knows better than to get involved with Natasha White.
The tempting heartbreaker has a way of getting under his skin, but he couldn't live with himself if anything
happened to her. Sweeping her away to his Highland castle, Ian becomes her fiercest protector, vowing to
safeguard her against the mob who will stop at nothing to eliminate her. As passion intensifies between them,
Ian and Natasha must face their darkest secrets, secrets that bring them closer, but may threaten their
newfound intimacy. Natasha is hiding more than Ian realized. But he has secrets of his own... HEART
TAMER - Alec & Kate's story Alec MacLeod is shocked to find Kate Hayes at his sister's wedding, but damn
he's missed her. His ex-wife's unforeseen arrival in Scotland makes him suspect she's up to something. There
was a reason they parted the first time and Alec is determined not to get pulled in, but seeing her again
ignites a desire so intense, he's tempted. Kate wants something so desperately, she's willing to swallow her
pride and plead with her formidable ex-husband for help. With time running out, she must convince the
dominant Highlander to agree with her unusual request. They need each other more than they know, but can
they put past hurt behind them, even if it could change everything in their world as they know it? In this fiery
battle of love, whose heart will be tamed? HEART HUNTER - Cameron & Evie's story Infamous UK
celebrity playboy, Cameron "Heartbreak" Hunter is everything bridal fashion designer, Evangeline Parks
knows she should avoid. However, when fate intervenes and the gorgeous whisky tycoon is her mystery date
for her best friend Kate's wedding in Scotland, Evie won't relent to his charm. Smart enough to know that a
man like Cameron only brings heartache and tears, she's determined to avoid becoming another notch on his
belt--no matter how incredibly attracted to him she is. Cameron Hunter has never encountered a woman who
dismisses him upon sight--until he meets Evie. The more the opinionated beauty avoids him, the more
desirable he finds her. But when Cameron's hidden past is discovered, obstacles pile up as he sets out to win
Evie. HEART TEMPTER - Leo & Teddy's story Leo is a hardworking, no-nonsense boss. Teddy is a fun-
loving, carefree heiress. Sparks will fly when they face off in a luxurious resort. The exotic handsome
Spanish tycoon Leo Guerra has no intention of coddling the boss' spoiled daughter in spite of his weakness
for leggy blondes. Despite her best intentions, where Teddy Behr goes, trouble follows. Will mayhem,
murder, and a Heart Tempter like Teddy jeopardize everything he's worked for? *Look for HEART
STEALER, Book 6 - Stone & Ivy

This is Crazy Simon and Schuster

#1 New York Times bestselling author Catherine Coulter presents a collection that includes
three of her Baron novels. THE WILD BARON Rohan Carrington, Baron Mountvale,
receives a letter stating that his late, younger brother ruined a woman and finds himself
protecting a young mother whilst on the hunt for a legendary treasure... THE OFFER Phillip
Mercerault nurses a beautiful runaway back to health only to find that he is not a hero.
Instead, he’s a gentleman who has compromised a lady. Now there’s only one thing left for
him to do—marry her... THE DECEPTION The Duke of Portsmouth offers an impecunious
half-French relative a job as his young son’s nanny. What he quickly discovers is that he
wants her, badly. What he discovers far more slowly is that she isn’t at all what she seems...
Beyond Doubt (O'Kane for Life, #1) Victoria Koch
I never believed in magic. Until I found out I was a witch. I was just a regular college student,
working double shifts at the diner to pay for classes, and hoping I could help my injured
brother find his place in the world. Then the witches came. They ripped me from my life,
took me to Primrose Academy, and told me I was one of them. By the end of the semester,
they claim they’ll have me wielding my powers to uncover ancient secrets, and maybe even
to help the people I love. But before I have a chance to kindle that spark, a wolf-shifter
guardian stalks straight up to me on the night of the Choosing Ceremony and tells me I’m
coming with him. Luke is the epitome of tall, dark and handsome. He’s determined to protect
me. And he swears I’m his mate. Excuse me, what? No one told me about this part. Now,
I’m wrapped up in some ancient contract I never agreed to. And the worst part is, the restless,
rugged shifter is making me start to question if I would walk away even if I could. I might
fight my passions, but I’ll never make it three nights in his bed without surrendering. And if I
surrender to Luke, I’ll have to abandon Primrose Academy forever, along with my new
friends, my magic training, and all hope of helping my brother. As if that choice isn’t hard
enough, there’s something else stalking the school. Something even more dangerous than a
wolf… Shifters Bewitched is a brand-new Paranormal Romance series from USA Bestselling
Author Tasha Black. Be sure to read them all: Wolf Spell Bear Charm Panther Curse Raven
Song
Harlequin Intrigue April 2016 - Box Set 1 of 2 Natasha Boyd
Winner: Digital Book Awards 2014 (Adult Fiction) Winter Rose Contest FINALIST 2013 2015
Library Journal Self-e Selection Title "Love stories like these are the reason I read." ~ Natasha is a
Book Junkie "I LOVED this book!" and "This book is escapism at its very best. It is a beautiful
coming of age story with lots of lovely romance mixed in." ~ Laura Carter, Founder New Adult
Book Club on Goodreads and Bookish Treasure Blog. "I absolutely loved it. I really couldn't get
enough." ~ Jess, Book Passion for Life Blog "Eversea is the kind of book you read with a carton of
ice cream , to escape for a while and daydream for hours afterwards. It's the kind of chick flick you'd
watch and swoon over (and over) with your BFF's on Girls' Night." Laila, Goodreads "Oh EM GEE.
What the heck just happened to me?? " ... and ... "Can't wait for book 2!" Michelle, All Romance
Reviews Blog An orphaned, small-town, southern girl, held hostage by responsibility and self-doubt.
A Hollywood A-list mega-star, on the run from his latest scandal and with everything to lose. A
chance encounter that leads to an unlikely arrangement and epic love affair that will change them
both forever. When his co-star and real-life girlfriend is caught cheating on him by the tabloids, A-
list hottie, Jack Eversea, finds himself in sleepy Butler Cove, South Carolina. Jack hopes the sultry
southern heat in this tiny coastal Lowcountry town will hide him not only from the tabloids and his
cheating girlfriend, but his increasingly vapid life and the people who run it. He doesn’t count on
meeting Keri Ann Butler. Keri Ann has relied on herself so long, dealing with her family’s death
and the responsibilities of keeping up her family's historic mansion, that boys and certainly the
meager offering of eligible boys in Butler Cove, have never figured into her equation. But fate has
other plans. Suddenly face to face with the man who played the movie role of her favorite fictional
character, Jack has Keri Ann yearning for everything she has previously avoided ... and Jack must
decide whether this funny, sassy girl is worth changing his life for, before his mistakes catch up to
him. contemporary/romance/celebrity/hollywood/southern/sassy heroine/new adult
Coloring Gospel Truths Minotaur Books
In The Last 10lbs, award-winning fitness entrepreneur Tasha Turnbull takes us through her
early years chronicling how she struggled with living and accepting herself as an overweight
child and teenager. Her difficulty with weight gain only intensified once she entered college
as she confronted challenges with greater access to various types of fast food, rigid
coursework, less physical activity, depression, and what is her purpose in life? Determined
once and for all to stop existing but to actively participate in life, Tasha created a basic fitness
and nutrition plan for herself to follow. Her longing for a sense of focus and control over her
life fueled her to get in a zone and take the necessary steps to plan out a reasonable fitness
plan given her work schedule; but, without putting any unnecessary pressure on herself to live
out "The Journey" based on societal standards. She decided to live her life by her own rules
and in the end, ended up losing 90lbs. Despite the highs and lows that came along her

journey, she succeeded in losing the weight loss baggage she had been carrying for over 20
years, becoming an award winning personal trainer, opening a fitness studio, assisting over
1600 people in the Hampton Roads area of Virginia to reach their health and fitness goals, and
eventually pushing forward to lose The Last 10lbs. As Turnbull shows in The Last 10lbs, no
matter how many times you have failed in the past, this book will make you believe in YOU
again. Turnbull takes you step-by-step through the process on what she did to drop those last
10lbs, which increased her weight loss to 100lbs, and what you can do to lose your last 10lbs.
Building a Hero Marvel Entertainment
The Huffington Post calls Tears of Pearl author Tasha Alexander "one to watch—and read" and her new Lady
Emily mystery set in Venice proves it! Years ago, Emily's childhood nemesis, Emma Callum, scandalized
polite society when she eloped to Venice with an Italian count. But now her father-in-law lies murdered, and
her husband has vanished. There's no one Emma can turn to for help but Emily, who leaves at once with her
husband, the dashing Colin Hargreaves, for Venice. There, her investigations take her from opulent palazzi to
slums, libraries, and bordellos. Emily soon realizes that to solve the present day crime, she must first unravel
a centuries old puzzle. But the past does not give up its secrets easily, especially when these revelations
might threaten the interests of some very powerful people.
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